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Preface

Granunar and lexicon being traditionally separated in mainstream twentiethcentury linguistics, one of the great things about Cognitive Linguistics is the
opening it has created towards a renewed study of the lexicon and an integration of lexical semantics into theoretical granunar at large. In fact, the
study of the lexicon plays a crucial role in Cognitive Linguistics: questions
about conceptual structure and semantic mechanisms that lie at the heart of
Cognitive Linguistics, belong to the time-honored expertise of lexical semantics. In the present collection, I bring together a representative sample of my
own contributions to lexicology and lexical semantics within the framework
of Cognitive Linguistics (including the extension of insights from lexical
semantics to other areas of linguistics).
In the fifteen years covered by this collection, from 1988 to 2003, the
central topics of my research led to a number of monographs: Diachronic
Prototype Semantics (1997) synthesizes the research into historical semasiology that dominated much of my work in the 1980s, and two co-authored
monographs, The Structure of Lexical Variation (1994) and Convergentie
en Divergentie in de Nederlandse Woordenschat (1999) embody the corpus-based studies of onomasiological variation and change that I developed
with Dirk Speelman, Stefan Grondelaers and the other members of my Leuven research group in the 1990s, and that continue to dominate our present
research efforts. While these two central fields of research are only indirectly
represented in the present volume, this collection predominantly brings together a number of papers devoted to lexicological and semantic topics that I
dealt with more sporadically or in parallel to these major foci.
Thematically speaking, I have consistently tried to choose papers that
represent a variety of issues and topics within the broadly defined field of
lexicology and lexical semantics. Accordingly, the chapters are organized in
thematic groups. The first section deals with prototypicality as a theoretical
and practical model of semantic description. The second section discusses
polysemy and criteria for distinguishing between meanings. The third section
tackles questions of meaning description beyond the level of words, on the
level of idioms and constructions. The following section casts the net even
wider, dealing with the cultural aspects of meaning. Moving away from the
theoretical and descriptive perspective towards applied concerns, the fifth
section looks at lexicography from the point of view of Cognitive Linguis-
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tics. The final section has a metatheoretical orientation: it discusses the history and methodology of lexical semantics.
Theoretically, the papers are interconnected by a number of accents that
mark their specific position within the varied landscape of Cognitive Linguistics: a continued attempt to provide solid empirical foundations for
semantics, an emphasis on the multivariate nature of semantic structure, and
an insistence on the social and cultural background of language. In the
research goals that we are currently pursuing in Leuven, these accents combine in multifactorial corpus-based studies in the field of cognitive sociolinguistics - studies, that is, in which corpus materials provide the firm empirical basis for research, in which linguistic phenomena are statistically
analysed with the help of multivariate techniques, and in which social and
cultural variation is explicitly included into the multifactorial model.
Except for necessary corrections, small additions, and some typographical reorganization (and unless otherwise stated), the chapters are reprinted in
their original form. All chapters are reprinted with permission of the original
publishers. Each paper is preceded by a brief introduction that situates the
text against the period in which it was first written, but that also points to
further developments, in my own research or in Cognitive Linguistics at
large. In this way, the collection should give the reader an idea of the dynamism of Cognitive Linguistics in the crucial period when it developed from a
more or less marginal approach to one that is firmly situated in the mainstream of contemporary linguistics.
Knowledge is not produced in isolation, and it befits any researcher to
thank those who have provided guidance and motivation in the course of his
career. In gratitude, I dedicate this collection to the memory of Brygida
Rudzka-Ostyn (1939-1998). Brygida's impact on the international expansion of Cognitive Linguistics can hardly be underestimated. With her infinite
enthusiasm and her sense for initiative, she played a crucial rol in the second
half of the 1980s in bringing Cognitive Linguistics from its Californian
homeground to Europe and beyond. Without the warm stimulus she then
provided for a young scholar to place his work in a wider context, none of
the papers collected here might ever have been written.
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Section 1
Prototypicality and salience

Chapter 1
Prospects and problems of prototype theory

Originally published in Linguistics 1989,27: 587-612.
Parallel to the research that I did on the application of prototype theory to questions of semantic change (which eventually resulted in my Diachronic Prototype
Semantics monograph of 1997), I paid attention on a number of occasions to the
theoretical clarification of the notion of prototypicality as such (and of the related
notion of polysemy: see the second section of this collection). In the paper reprinted here, I try to bring some systematicity into the many uses of the concept
'prototypicality' by distinguishing between two cross-classifying dimensions.
First, I make a distinction between two crucial structural phenomena underlying
prototypicality effects: flexibility (i.e. the absence of clear boundaries and demarcations) and salience (i.e. differences of structural weight). Second, I suggest that
both prototypicality phenomena may be found on an intensional level (the level of
definitions) and on an extensional level (the level of referents). The crossclassification of the two dimensions defines four basic types of prototypicality
effects.
The chapter originally appeared as the introductory paper of a thematic issue of
the journal Linguistics. A section of the original paper describing the various
contributions to the thematic issue has been omitted from the present reprint.

1.

Prototype theory within linguistics

The starting-point of the prototypical conception of categorial structure is
sununarized in the statement that
when describing categories analytically, most traditions of thought have
treated category membership as a digital, all-or-none phenomenon. That is,
much work in philosophy, psychology, linguistics, and anthropology assumes that categories are logical bounded entities, membership in which is
defined by an item's possession of a simple set of criterial features, in
which all instances possessing the criterial attributes have a full and equal
degree of membership. In contrast, it has recently been argued ... that some
natural categories are analog and must be represented logically in a manner which reflects their analog structure (Roscll and Mervis 1975: 573574).
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As we shall see in section 2, the exact definition of the concept of prototypicality as used in linguistics is not without problems. The major part of this
introduction to the prototypicality-based studies collected here will, in fact,
consist of an attempt at clarification of some of the problematic aspects of
the way in which the notion of prototype has been used in linguistics. To
begin with, however, we shall be concerned with a brief overview of the state
of the art in linguistic prototype theory. I
The theory originated in the mid 1970s with Eleanor Rosch' s research
into the internal structure of categories. (Overviews may be found in Rosch
1978, 1988, and Mervis and Rosch 1981; the basic research is reported on
mainly in Heider 1972, Rosch 1973, 1975, 1977, Rosch and Mervis 1975,
Rosch, Simpson and Miller 1976, Rosch et al. 1976.) From its psycholinguistic origins, prototype theory has moved mainll in two directions. On the
one hand, Rosch's findings and proposals were taken up by formal psycholexicology (and more generally, information-processing psychology),
which tries to devise formal models for human conceptual memory and its
operation, and which so, obviously, borders on Artificial Intelligence. Excellent overviews of the representational and experimental issues at stake here
are Smith and Medin (1981), and Medin and Smith (1984); an interesting
sample of current research may be found in Neisser (1987). On the other
hand, prototype theory has had a steadily growing success in linguistics
since the early 1980s, as witnessed by a number of recent monographs and
collective volumes in which prototype theory and its cognitive extensions
play a major role (Wierzbicka 1985, Lakoff 1987, Langacker 1987, Craig
1986, Holland and Quinn 1987, Rudzka-Ostyn 1988, Lehmann 1988a,
Hullen and Schulze 1988, Tsohatzidis 1989, Taylor 1989). It is with the
latter development that we shall be concerned with here.
Against the background of the development of linguistic semantics, prototype theory may be defined primarily in contrast with the componential
model of semantic analysis that was current in transformational grammar
and that is stereotypically associated with Katz and Fodor's analysis of
bachelor (Katz and Fodor 1963); in an early defense of a prototypical approach, Fillmore (1975) called this the 'checklist theory' of meaning. The
prototypists' reaction against this featural approach had, however, the negative side-effect of creating the impression that prototypical theories rejected
any kind of componential analysis. This is a misconception for the simple
reason that there can be no semantic description without some sort of decompositional analysis. As a heuristic tool for the description and comparison of lexical meanings, a componential analysis retains its value (a value
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that, incidentally, it did not acquire with the advent of componential analysis
as an explicit semantic theory, but which had been obvious to lexicographers
from time immemorial). Rather, the difficulties with the neostructuralist kind
of feature analysis that grew out of structuralist field theory lie elsewhere; it
is not the use of decomposition as a descriptive instrument that causes concern, but the status attributed to the featural analysis. Two important points
have to be mentioned.
In the first place, as suggested by the quotation at the beginning of this
introduction, featural definitions are classically thought of as criterial, i.e. as
listing attributes that are each indispensable for the definition of the concept
in question, and that taken together suffice to delimit that concept from all
others. In contrast, prototype theory claims that there need not be a single set
of defining attributes that conform to the necessity-cum-sufficiency requirement. 3
In the second place, prototype theory is reluctant to accept the idea that
there is an autonomous semantic structure in natural languages which can be
studied in its own right, in isolation from the other cognitive capacities of
man. In particular, meaning phenomena in natural languages cannot be studied in isolation from the encyclopedic knowledge individuals possess; it is
precisely the presupposition that there exists a purely linguistic structure of
semantic oppositions that enables structuralist and neostructuralist semantics
to posit the existence of a distinction between semantic and encyclopedic
knowledge. Prototype theory tends to minimize the distinction primarily for
methodological reasons: because linguistic categorization is a cognitive phenomenon just like the other cognitive capacities of man, it is important to
study it in its relationship to these other capacities. More specific arguments
have also been formulated to show that the distinction between an encyclopedic and a semantic level of categorial structure is untenable. 4 For instance,
given that the flexible extendibility of prototypical concepts is a synchronic
characteristic of linguistic structure, and given the fact that these extensions
may be based indiscriminately on allegedly encyclopedic or on allegedly
semantic features, the distinction between both kinds of information loses its
synchronic relevance. Take the case of metaphor: before lion acquires the
meaning 'brave man', the feature 'brave' is not structurally distinctive
within the semasiological structure of lion, and hence, it has to be considered
encyclopedic according to structuralist theories. But if it can be accepted
(and this is of course the crucial point) that the metaphorical extension of
lion towards the concept 'brave man' is not just a question of diachronic
change, but is merely an effect of the synchronic flexibility of lexical items,
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the feature clearly acquires semantic status. If, furthermore, the argument
can be repeated in the sense that such synchronic metaphorical extensions
may be based on any allegedly encyclopedic attribute, the distinction be5
tween semantic and encyclopedic concepts as a whole falls.
The matter need not, to be sure, be settled here. What is important for our
introductory purposes is rather to see what exactly prototype theory objects
to in componential theories of the Katzian type. First, the suggestion that
lexical concepts are criterial in the classical sense, and second, the suggestion that there exists a purely linguistic level of conceptual structuring that is
neatly separated from other, 'encyclopedic' forms of conceptual information,
and that may thus be studied autonomously, in methodological isolation from
other kinds of cognitive research. As against these points of view, prototype
theory defends a non-criterial conception of categorial structure, and an interdisciplinary methodological perspective that takes into account relevant
research from the other cognitive sciences. (The very transposition of the
prototypical approach from experimental psychology to linguistics derives
from this attitude.)
But this historical positioning of prototype theory with regard to its immediate predecessors within the field of lexical semantics clearly does not
explain why it has turned out to be such a successful alternative. Why did
(and does) the prototypical approach appeal to a sizeable part of the linguistic community? On the one hand, the historical development of generative
grammar had raised a considerable amount of interest in semantic matters. It
should not be forgotten, in fact, that it was only after the incorporation of a
semantic component into the transformational framework that Chomskyanism became internationally populac the universal appeal of the generative
Standard Theory was at least partly due to the promises held by its Katzian
semantic component. On the other hand, the promises were not fulfilled.
Within the generative paradigm, Generative Semantics (which most strongly
embodied the semantic approach) withered in favor of Autonomous Syntax,
in which semantics hardly played a role worthy of note. Outside the generative approach, formal semantics of the Montagovian kind was too narrowly
restricted to sentential meaning to be able to hold the attention of those who
were interested primarily in the internal structure of natural language categories (and not primarily in the way these categories combine into larger unities).6 In short, as far as semantics was concerned, there was a gap in the
linguistic market of the early 1980s that was not filled by the major approaches of the day. 7
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But again, recognizing that there was an interest in the semantics of natural language categories to which prototype theory could appeal does not tell
the whole story. Why didn't people simply stick to the componential theory
popularized by Katz, or to the rival axiomatic method of representation even if these gradually moved out of the centre of the linguistic attention as
Autonomous Syntax and Formal Semantics took over? In general, there are
a number of methodological requirements people nowadays expect of linguistic theories: descriptive adequacy (mainly in the form of a broad empirical scope), explanatory depth, productivity, and formalization. Although
prototype theory rates much lower on the formalization scale than either the
axiomatic or the featural approach, its assets with regard to the other three
points are considerable.
In the first place, it tackles a number of semantic phenomena that had
been swept under the rug by the more structurally minded approaches. The
fuzzy boundaries of lexical categories, the existence of typicality scales for
the members of a category, the flexible and dynamic nature of word meanings, the importance of metaphor and metonymy as the basis of that flexibility - these are all intuitively obvious elements of the subject matter of semantics that were largely neglected by structural semantics. It is true that
they were occasionally pointed at as an indispensable aspect of any fullfledged semantic theory: think, for instance, of Weinreich's remark (1966:
471) that a semantic theory should be able to deal with 'interpretable deviance', or Uhlenbeck's plea (1967) for a dynamic conception of word meaning. 8 These remarks did not, however, have much effect as far as theory
formation was concerned. In particular, it is only with the advent of prototype theory that contemporary linguistics developed a valid model for the
polysemy of lexical items. This is perhaps the single most appealing characteristic of prototype theory: here at last is a descriptive approach to lexical
meaning in which our pretheoretical intuitions about gradedness, fuzziness,
flexibility, clustering of senses etc. receive due attention.
In the second place, prototype theory appears to be a productive theory
not just in the sense that its insights into the structure of lexical categories
can be easily applied in various fields of the lexicon, but also in the sense
that it may be extended towards other aspects of linguistics. Whereas prototype theory started with being descriptively fruitful in lexical semantics, it
soon became theoretically fruitful in the sense that other areas of linguistics
were taken into consideration. A few recent examples of such extensions
may suffice: phonology (Nathan 1986), morphology (Bybee and Moder
1983, Post 1986), syntax (Van Oosten 1986, Ross 1987), historicallinguis-
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tics (Winters 1987, Aijmer 1985), markedness theory (Van Langendonck
1986), theoretical lexicography (Geeraerts 1985b). Through these and similar extensions,9 prototype theory has become one of the cornerstones of
Cognitive Linguistics, which tries to account for the interaction between
language and cognition on all levels of linguistic structure: one need only
have a look at the prominent place attributed to a prototypical conception of
categorial structure in Langacker (1987) (one of the basic works of the Cognitive Linguistic approach) to appreciate its importance. IQ In this sense, the
development of prototype theory into Cognitive Linguistics contains exciting
promises of a unified cognitive theory of linguistic categorization.
In the third place, the explanatory depth of prototype theory resides
partly in its generalizable character, but also in its interdisciplinary nature.
The importance of its genetic link with psycholinguistics can only be fully
appreciated against the background of the Chomskyan requirements with
regard to theories of grammar. Chomsky' s methodology is, in fact, in the
awkward position of declaring linguistics a cognitive science, but refusing to
deal directly with the findings of the other sciences of the mind. Roughly
stated, Chomskyan linguistics claims to reveal something about the mind,
but imperviously prefers a strictly autonomist methodology over the open
dialogue with psychology that would seem to be implied by such a claim.
Prototype theory's linguistic application of psycholinguistic findings, on the
other hand, takes the Chomskyan ideal of cognitive explanatory depth to its
natural consequences, viz. of giving up the methodological autonomy of
linguistics in favor of an interdisciplinary dialogue with the other cognitive
sciences. l1 Prototype theory takes the cognitive claims of Chomskyanism
methodologically seriously by its interdisciplinary openness. This is all the
more important at a moment when Cognitive Science is emerging as an interdisciplinary cluster of psychology, neuroscience, Artificial Intelligence,
and philosophy. It is probably one of the reasons for the appeal of prototype
theory that its interdisciplinary connections hold the promise of linking linguistics to the most important development that the human sciences are currently witnessing.

2. Definitional problems, first series: 'Prototype' as a prototypical
notion
The appeal of prototype theory should not, however, obscure the fact that
the exact definition of prototypicality is not without problems. The purpose
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of this section (and the following) is to analyze the sources of the confusion
by making clear that prototypicality is itself, in the words of Posner (1986),
a prototypical concept. As a first step, we shall have a look at four characteristics that are frequently mentioned (in various combinations) as typical of
prototypicality. In each case, a quotation from early prototype studies is
added to illustrate the point.
(i) Prototypical categories cannot be defined by means of a single set of criterial (necessary and sufficient) attributes:
We have argued that many words ... have as their meanings not a list of
necessary and sufficient conditions that a thing or event must satisfy to
count as a member of the category denoted by the word, but rather a psychological object or process which we have called a prototype (Coleman
and Kay 1981: 43).
(ii) Prototypical categories exhibit a family resemblance structure, or more
generally, their semantic structure takes the form of a radial set of clustered
and overlapping meanings: 12
The purpose of the present research was to explore one of the major structural principles which, we believe, may govern the fonnation of the prototype structure of semantic categories. This principle was first suggested in
philosophy; Wittgenstein (1953) argued that the referents of a word need
not have common elements to be understood and used in the nonnal functioning of language. He suggested that, rather, a family resemblance might
be what linked the various referents of a word. A family resemblance relationship takes the form AB, BC, CD, DE. That is, each item has at least
one, and probably several, elements in common with one or more items,
but no, or few, elements are common to all items (Rosch and Mervis 1975:
574-575).

(iii) Prototypical categories exhibit degrees of category membership; not
every member is equally representative for a category:
By prototypes of categories we have generally meant the clearest cases of
category membership defined operationally by people's judgments of goodness of membership in the category ... we can judge how clear a case something is and deal with categories on the basis of clear cases in the total absence of information about boundaries (Rosch 1978: 36).
(iv) Prototypical categories are blurred at the edges:
New trends in categorization research have brought into investigation and
debate some of the major issues in conception and learning whose solution
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had been unquestioned in earlier approaches. Empirical findings have established that ... category boundaries are not necessarily definite (Mervis
and Rosch 1981: 109).
As a first remark with regard to these characteristics, it should be noted
that they are not the only ones that may be used in attempts to define the
prototypical conception of categorization. Two classes of such additional
features should be mentioned.
On the one hand, there are characteristics that do not pertain (as the four
mentioned above) to the structure of categories, but that rather pertain to the
epistemological features of so-called non-Aristotelian categories. 13 For instance, the view that prototypical categories are not 'objectivist' but 'experiential' in nature (Lakoff 1987) envisages the epistemological relationship
between concepts and the world rather than the structural characteristics of
those concepts. In particular, it contrasts the allegedly classical view that
'categories of mind ... are simply reflections of categories that supposedly
exist objectively in the world, independent of all beings', with the view that
'both categories of mind and human reason depend upon experiential aspects
of human psychology' (Lakoff 1982: 99). Such an epistemological rather
than structural characterization of natural concepts also has a methodological aspect to it; it entails that prototypical categories should not be studied in
isolation from their experiential context. While such an epistemological or
methodological conception of prototypical categorization is extremely valuable, we shall take a structural point of view in the following pages; we shall
try to determine whether it is possible to give a coherent, structurally intrinsic characterization of prototypical categories.
On the other hand, there are structural characteristics of prototypical
concepts that can be reduced to the four basic structural features mentioned
above. For instance, in my own work on prototypical categorization, I have
repeatedly stressed the flexibility of prototypical concepts (1983a, 1985a),
together with the fact that a distinction between semantic and encyclopedic
components of lexical concepts cannot be maintained in the case of prototypical concepts (l985b). But the flexibility of prototypical categories is
linked in a straightforward manner with the fourth characteristic: uncertainties with regard to the denotational boundaries of a category imply that it
need not be used in a rigidly fixed manner. Similarly, the absence of a clear
dividing line between encyclopedic and purely semantic information follows
from this very flexibility together with the first and second characteristic. As
illustrated in the previous section, the possibility of incorporating members
into the category that do not correspond in every definitional respect with the
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eXlstmg members entails that features that are encyclopedic (nondefinitional) with regard to a given set of category members may turn into
defmitional features with regard to a flexibly incorporated peripheral category member. The resemblance between central and peripheral cases may be
based on allegedly encyclopedic just as well as on allegedly 'semantic' features. In short, features of prototypicality that are not included among the
ones mentioned in (i)-(iv) may often be reduced to those four, and this in
turn justifies a preliminary restriction of the discussion to the latter.
A second remark with regard to the four characteristics is concerned with
the fact that they are systematically related along two dimensions. On the
one hand, the third and the fourth characteristic take into account the referential, extensional structure of a category. In particular, they have a look at
the members of a category; they observe, respectively, that not all referents
of a category are equal in representativeness for that category, and that the
denotational boundaries of a category are not always determinate. On the
other hand, these two aspects (centrality and non-rigidity) recur on the intensional level, where the definitional rather than the referential structure of a
category is envisaged. For one thing, non-rigidity shows up in the fact that
there is no single necessary and sufficient definition for a prototypical concept. For another, family resemblances imply overlapping of the subsets of a
category. To take up the formulation used in the quotation under (ii) above,
if there is no definition adequately describing A, B, C, D, and E, each of the
subsets AB, BC, CD, and DE can be defined separately, but obviously, the
'meanings' that are so distinguished overlap. Consequently, meanings exhibiting a greater degree of overlapping (in the example: the senses corresponding with BC and CD) will have more structural weight than meanings that
cover peripheral members of the category only. In short, the clustering of
meanings that is typical of family resemblances implies that not every meaning is structurally equally important (and a similar observation can be made
with regard to the components into which those meanings may be analyzed).
The systematic links between the characteristics mentioned at the beginning
are schematically summarized in Table 1.
As a third remark, it should be noted that the four characteristics are often thought to be co-extensive, in spite of incidental but clear warnings such
as Rosch and Mervis's remark that a family resemblance structure need not
be the only source of prototypicality (1975: 599). Admittedly, it is easy to
consider them to be equivalent; already in the quotations given above, partial
reasons for their mutual interdependence can be found. More systematically,
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the following links between the four characteristics might be responsible for
the idea that prototypicality necessarily entails the joint presence of all four.
Table 1. Characteristics of prototypicality
NON-EQUALITY

NON-RIGIDITY

differences in structural weight

flexibility and vagueness

EXTENSIONAL

degrees of representativity

absence of clear boundaries

INTENSIONAL

clusters of overlapping senses

absence of classical definition

First, linking the first to the second characteristic is the argument mentioned above: if there is no single definition adequately describing the extension of an item as a whole, different subsets may be defined, but since the
members of a category can usually be grouped together along different dimensions, these subsets are likely to overlap, i.e., to form clusters of related
mearungs.
Second, linking the second to the third characteristic is the idea that
members of a category that are found in an area of overlapping between two
senses carry more structural weight than instances that are covered by only
one meaning. Representative members of a category (i.e., instances with a
high degree of representativity) are to be found in maximally overlapping
areas of the extension of a category. (In the example, A and E are less typical members that B, C, and D, which each belong to two different subsets.)
Third, linking the third to the fourth characteristic is the idea that differences in degree of membership may diminish to a point where it becomes
unclear whether something still belongs to the category or not. Categories
have referentially blurred edges because of the dubious categorial status of
items with extremely low membership degrees.
And fourth, linking the fourth to the first characteristic is the idea that the
flexibility that is inherent in the absence of clear boundaries prevents the
formulation of an essence that is common to all the members of the category.
Because peripheral members may not be identical with central cases but may
only share some characteristics with them, it is difficult to define a set of
attributes that is common to all members of a category and that is sufficient
to distinguish that category from all others.
These circular links between the four characteristics are, however, misleading. A closer look at some (familiar and less familiar) examples of prototypicality reveals that they need not co-occur.
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The concept bird (one of Rosch's original examples of prototypicality)
shows that natural categories may have clear-cut boundaries. At least with
regard to our own, real world, the denotation of bird is determinate; educated speakers of English know very well where birds end and non-birds
begin. They know, for instance, that a bat is not a bird but that a penguin is.
Of course, the principled indeterminacy described by Waismann (1952) as
'open texture' remains: when confronted with an SF creature (a post-World
War III mutant) that looks like a bird but talks like a man, we would not be
sure whether it should be called a bird or not. A boundary problem that is
typical for a prototypical organization of the lexicon would then arise. As it
functions now, however, in present-day English, bird is denotationally
clearly bounded, the archaeopteryx notwithstanding. 14 As has been remarked
elsewhere (Lakoff 1987), the existence of prototypicality effects in clearly
bounded concepts such as bird implies that a strict distinction has to be
made between degree of membership and degree of representativity. Membership in the category bird is discrete; something is or is not a bird. But
some birds may be birdier than others: the swallow does remain a more typical bird than the ostrich.
RED

Color terms such as red constituted the starting-point for prototypical research; drawing on the views developed in Berlin and Kay (1969), Rosch's
earliest work is an experimental demonstration of the fact that the borderline
between different colors is fuzzy (there is no single line in the spectrum
where red stops and orange begins), and of the fact that each color term is
psychologically represented by focal colors (some hues are experienced as
better reds than others) (Heider 1972, Heider and Olivier 1972). These prototypical characteristics on the extensionallevel are not matched on the definitionallevel. If red can be analytically defined at all (i.e., if it does not simply receive an ostensive definition consisting of an enumeration of hues with
their degree of focality), its definition might be 'having a color that is more
like that of blood than like that of an unclouded sky, that of grass, that of the
sun, that of ... (etc., listing a typical exemplar for each of the other main
colors)'. Such a definition (cp. Wierzbicka 1985: 342) does not correspond
with either the first or the second characteristic mentioned above.
ODD N1J};ffiER

Armstrong, Gleitman and Gleitman (1983) have shown experimentally that
even a mathematical concept such as odd number exhibits psychological
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representativity effects. This might seem remarkable, since odd number is a
classical concept in all other respects: it receives a clear definition, does not
exhibit a family resemblance structure or a radial set of clustered meanings,
does not have blurred edges. However, Lakoff (1982) has made clear that
degrees of representativity among odd numbers are not surprising if the experiential nature of concepts is taken into account. For instance, because the
even or uneven character of a large number can be detennined easily by
looking at the final number, it is no wonder that uneven numbers below 10
carry more psychological weight: they are procedurally of primary importance.
VERS

As I have tried to show elsewhere (1988a), the first characteristic mentioned
above is not sufficient to distinguish prototypical from classical categories,
since, within the classical approach, the absence of a single definition characterized by necessity-cum-sufficiency might simply be an indication of
polysemy. This means that it has to be shown on independent grounds that
the allegedly prototypical concepts are not polysemous, or rather, it means
that prototypical lexical concepts will be polysemous according to a definitional analysis in tenns of necessary and sufficient conditions (the classical
definition of polysemy), but univocal according to certain other criteria.
These criteria may be found, for instance, in native speakers' intuitions
about the lexical items involved, intuitions that may be revealed by tests
such as Quine's (1960) or Zwicky and Sadock's (1975). In this sense, the
first characteristic has to be restated: prototypical categories will exhibit
intuitive univocality coupled with analytical (definitional) polysemy, and not
just the absence of a necessary-and-sufficient definition.
Once this revision of the first characteristic is accepted, it can be demonstrated that the first and the second criterion need not co-occur. Lexical
items that show clustered overlapping of senses may either confonn or not
confonn to the revised first characteristic. An example of the first situation
is the literal meaning of bird, an example of the second situation the Dutch
adjective vers, which corresponds roughly with Englishfresh (except for the
fact that the Dutch word does not carry the meaning 'cool'). Details of the
comparison between both categories may be found in the paper mentioned
above; by way of summary, Figures 1 and 2 represent the definitional analysis of both items. The distinction in intuitive status between vers and bird
can be demonstrated by means of the Quinean test (roughly, a lexical item is
ambiguous if it can be simultaneously predicated and negated of something
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1 being able to fly
4 having wings
7 having a beak or bill

2 having feathers
5 not domesticated

3 being S-shaped
6 being born from eggs

Figure J. A definitional analysis of bird

in a particular context). Thus, taking an example based on the corresponding
ambiguity in the English counterpart of vers, it would be quite normal to
state that the news meant in the sentence there was no fresh news from the
jightini 5 is fresh in one sense ('recent, new') but not in another ('in optimal
condition'): it makes sense to say that the news is at the same time fresh and
not fresh. By contrast, it would be intuitively paradoxical to state that a
penguin is at the same time a bird and not a bird (disregarding figurative
extensions of the semantic range of bird). Nevertheless, the definitional
analyses in Figures 1 and 2 make clear that both concepts exhibit prototypical clustering. In both cases, too, the structural position of the instances just
discussed (news, penguin) is not in the central area with maximal overlapping. In short, then, the revised version of the first characteristic need not
coincide with the second characteristic.
The insight derived from a closer look at the four examples just described
may be summarized as in Table 2. It is now easy to see to what extent 'prototypicality' is itself a prototypical notion. There is no single set of attributes
that is common to all of the examples discussed here. Rather, they exhibit a
family resemblance structure based on partial similarities. In this sense, the
set of prototypical concepts characterized by clustering of senses overlaps
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e.g. infonnation

1

2

e.g. fruit and
other foodstuffs

'---- 1

e.g. air
1 new, novel, recent
2 in an optimal condition, pure, untainted

Figure 2. A definitional analysis of vers
with the subset characterized by fuzzy boundaries (because of vers), and so
on. At the same time, some concepts are more typically prototypical than
others. (Bird and vers are more prototypical than red.) Notice, in particular,
that the category fruit makes a good candidate for prototypical prototypicality, in the sense that it seems to combine all four characteristics. It shares the
prototypical characteristics of bird, but in addition, things such as coconuts
and, perhaps, tomatoes, seem to point out that the denotational boundary of
fruit is less clear-cut than that of bird.
However, although the examples considered above do not have a set of
attributes in common, they do share a single feature, viz. degrees of membership representativity. It is highly dubious, though, whether this feature
alone suffices to distinguish prototypical concepts from classical concepts. If
the possibility of a single necessary-and-sufficient definition is one of the
features par excellence with which the classical conception has been identified, it might justifiably be claimed that degrees of representativity are entirely compatible with the classical conception of categorization. It is, in
fact, in that sense that Annstrong, Gleitman and Gleitman (1983) deal with a
category such as odd number. The experiments used by Rosch to measure
degrees of representativity are not, they claim, indicative of prototypicality
since they occur with classical, rigidly definable concepts such as odd number. To say the least, representativity effects are only a peripheral prototypi-
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cal attribute according to Table 2 (cp. Lakoff 1986). But at the same time,
the debate over the status of odd number shows that the concept 'prototypical concept' has no clear boundaries: it is not immediately clear whether a
concept such as odd number should be included in the set of prototypical
concepts or not.
Table 2. The prototypicality of 'prototypicality'
P:::
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absence of classical definition
clusters of overlapping senses
degrees of representativity
absence of clear boundaries
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Of course, contrary to the situation in everyday speech, such a boundary
conflict should not be maintained in scientific speech. A discipline such as
linguistics should try to define its concepts as clearly as possible, and the
purpose of this section is precisely to show that what has intuitively been
classified together as instances of prototypical categories consists of distinct
phenomena that have to be kept theoretically apart. In line with prototype
theory itself, however, such an attempt at clear definition should not imply
an attempt to define the 'true nature' or the 'very essence' of prototypicality.
Determining an 'only true kind' of prototypicality is infinitely less important
than seeing what the phenomena are and how they are related to each other
by contrast or similarity.
Still, there might seem to be one way in which decent sense could be
made of the question what the true meaning of prototypicality would be. To
begin with, let us note that the prototypical character attributed to the concept of prototypicality also shows up in the fact that the notion 'prototype' is
an extremely flexible one. This can be illustrated in two ways. First, the
lexical item prototypical is spontaneously used to name a number of phenomena that are linked by metonymy, next to the phenomena linked by similarity that are brought together in Table 2. The lexical item does not only
characterize structural features of concepts, and the concepts exhibiting
those features themselves, but sometimes even particular (viz., highly representative) instances of the categories in question (the robin as a prototypical
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bird). Second, context may stress one feature of prototypical organization
rather than another (cp. the priming effects in Rosch 1975). The general
purpose of one's investigations may lead one to devote more attention to one
aspect of the prototypical cluster than to another. To name a few examples:
degrees of representativity are important for language development studies
(if it is taken into account that most concepts in early language development
are acquired via their exemplars), while clustered overlapping of senses will
come to the fore in linguistic or lexicographical studies into the structure of
polysemy. And a cognitive interest into the epistemological principles underlying natural language will attach more weight to the decoupling of intuitive
univocality and analytical, definitional polysemy.16
In this respect, the question with regard to the true nature of prototypicality might be transformed into the question what might be the most interesting
(or perhaps even the most important) perspective for studying and defining
prototypicality. But here again, the 'ultimate essence fallacy' exposed by
prototype theory itself lurks round the corner: there will be different preferences for one perspective rather than another, but there will be no single
ultimately and eternally most important conception of prototypicality.
In short, the foregoing analysis corroborates Wierzbicka's remark that
there are 'many senses' to the notion prototype, and that 'the notion prototype has been used in recent literature as a catch-all notion' (1985: 343).
However, a more systematic analysis than Wierzbicka's reveals that this
very multiplicity of usage also supports Cognitive Semantics, in the sense
that it shows that the same categorization principles may guide common
sense and scientific thinking. This is, then, a further indication of the
metatheoretical relevance of a cognitive conception of linguistic categorization, which I have explored at length elsewhere (1985b). At the same time, it
has become clear that one of the major tasks for the further development of
prototype theory is the closer investigation of the prototypically clustered
characteristics of prototypicality. A major reference in this respect is Lakoff's attempt (1987: Chapter 4-8) to determine which different kinds of
conceptual models may lie at the basis of prototypicality effects.

3. Definitional problems, second Series: 'Prototype theory' as a
prototypical notion
Whereas the previous section made clear that prototypicality as used in linguistic semantics is a prototypically structured concept, it should now be
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noted that the prototype-theoretical movement as well is a prototypically
structured approach to semantics. There are, in other words, central as well
as more peripheral examples of prototypical theories. In particular, there
exist a number of theories that combine aspects of the classical approach to
semantic structure with aspects of the prototypical conception. In this section, two approaches will be considered that are to some extent semiclassical as well as semi-prototypical; each of both embodies a strategy for
reinstating particular aspects of the classical view against the background of
an overall cognitive point of view.
To begin with, some of the clarity and neatness of the classical approach
may be recovered by concentrating on the prototypical centre of a category.
If the non-classical indeterminacy of lexical concepts stems primarily from
the flexible extendibility of concepts, discreteness may be reinstalled by
avoiding the problems of clustered polysemy, i.e., by restricting the definitional analysis to the prototypical centre of the category. This approach is
vigorously carried through by Wierzbicka (1985), who explicitly defends the
discreteness of semantics by introspectively considering only the clear, salient centre of lexical categories. In a discussion of Labov's experimental
investigation into the non-classical characteristics of everyday concepts
(1973), she notes: 17
To state the meaning of a word, it is not sufficient to study its applicability
to things; what one must do above all is to study the structure of the concept which underlies and explains that applicability. In the case of words
describing natural kinds or kinds of human artefacts, to understand the
structure of the concept means to describe fully and accurately the idea (not
just the visual image) of a typical representative of the kind: the prototype.
And to describe it fully and accurately we have to discover the internal
logic of the concept. This is best done not through interviews, not through
laboratory experiments, and not through reports of casual, superficial impressions or intuitions ... but through methodical introspection and thinking (1985: 19).
It should be noted immediately that Wierzbicka's reinstatement of discreteness does not imply that her definitions do in fact always consist of
necessary-and-sufficient conditions, and she acknowledges as much (1985:
60). In this respect, Wierzbicka's approach is only partly a departure from
the hard core of prototype-theoretical studies: the absence of necessary-andsufficient conditions for the definition of certain core concepts is accepted,
but the avoidance of the clustered polysemy problem 'tidies up' the semantic
description and reinstates some of the classical neatness. Neither does
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Wierzbicka's approach imply that lexical items are always univocal; in her
dictionary of English speech act verbs (1987a), several items receive multiple definitions. Each of the definitions does, however, constitute a highly
salient meaning, and again, by disregarding peripheral kinds of usage, the
clustered or radial structure of the polysemy of lexical items does not enter
the picture. The question to be asked, then, is whether Wierzbicka's restriction of the description to the salient meanings of a category is useful and
adequate from a cognitive point of view.
From a methodological point of view, the periphery of natural, nonuniquely definable categories is as interesting as their salient centre(s), because it is precisely the relationship between both that typically characterizes
natural categories. Cognitive Linguistics is not only interested in what constitutes the centre of a category, but also in how this centre can be extended
towards peripheral cases, and how far this extension can go. The mechanisms for incorporating marginal cases into a category at the same time restrict the flexibility of that concept; it is only by studying peripheral cases,
for instance, that an answer may be found with regard to the question how
dissimilar things can be before they are no longer recognized as basically the
same. If, in other words, flexible polysemization is indeed one of the major
characteristics of natural language categories, a deliberate restriction of the
description to the salient meanings of a category is methodologically less
propitious, as it may lead to a neglect of this basic feature. 18
A second strategy for salvaging aspects of the classical approach is to invoke sociolinguistic mechanisms such as Putnam's 'division of linguistic
labor' (1975). According to Putnam, ordinary language users possess no
more than 'stereotypical' knowledge about natural kinds, that is to say, they
are aware of a number of salient characteristics, such as the fact that water
is a transparent, thirst-quenching, tasteless liquid. The technical definition of
water as H 20, on the other hand, is to be located primarily with scientific
experts. It is the experts' knowledge that ultimately determines how natural
kind terms are to be used. On the one hand, a 'division of linguistic labor'
ensures that there are societal experts who know that water is H 2 0, that
there is a distinction between elms and beech, how to recognize gold from
pyrites, and so on. On the other hand, laymen attune their own linguistic
usage to that of the expert scientists, technicians, etc.. The members of the
non-specialized group are not required to have expert knowledge, but if they
wish to be considered full-fledged members of the linguistic community, they
are supposed to know the 'stereotype' connected with a category. A stereotype is, thus, a socially determined minimum set of data with regard to the
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extension of a category. Given the similarity between Putnam's stereotypes
and the prototypes of Cognitive Linguistics (both consist roughly of the most
salient information connected with a category), the division of linguistic
labor might be used to rescue the classical view of concepts. 19 Expert definitions being classical (they specify an essentialist 'hidden structure' for natural kinds), the stereotypical concepts of everyday language users might now
be seen as hardly more than a sloppy derivative of those classically defined
expert categories. 'True' (expert) definitions would be classical, and stereotypical/prototypical concepts might be dismissed as sociolinguistically secondary phenomena.
It should be remarked immediately that such a reinstatement of the classical view is not as obvious for other words than the natural kind terms for
which Putnam' s theory is in fact intended (what is the expert definition of
the preposition for?). Moreover, as a sociolinguistic theory about the social
factors that determine how lexical items may be used, the 'division of linguistic labor' theory is incomplete to say the least. The primacy of expert
definitions would seem to imply that natural language follows the developments and discoveries of science in a strict fashion. In actual fact, however,
natural language categorization is not only determined by the state of affairs
in the sciences, but also by the communicative and cognitive requirements of
the linguistic community in its own right. One of Putnam's own examples
may serve as an illustration. Although science has discovered that jade refers to two kinds of materials (one with the 'hidden structure' of a silicate of
calcium and magnesium, the other being a silicate of sodium and aluminium), ordinary usage continues to refer to both substances indiscriminately
as jade. That is to say, categorization in everyday language is not entirely
dependent upon scientific research, but seems to be determined at least in
part by independent criteria: if the classificatory exigencies of everyday
communicative interaction do not call for a distinction between the two kinds
of jade, the scientific splitting of the category is largely ignored. This implies
that an investigation into everyday language categorization as an independent cognitive system is justified. More generally, if Putnam's view is seen as
a theory about the sociolinguistic structure of semantic norms, his hierarchical model (with experts at one end and laymen at the other) is only one
among a number of alternatives, some of which (such as the one described
by Bartsch 1985) link up closely with a prototypical conception of categorial
structure. At the same time, however, it should be admitted that the relationship between classical scientific categorization and prototypical commonsense categorization may be explored in more depth than is yet the case. 20
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To summarize: the confusion associated with the notion of prototypicality
is further increased by the fact that more straightforwardly prototypical approaches are surrounded by hybrid theories that contain particular strategies
for combining classical discreteness with typically prototypical phenomena.
We have discussed two such approaches (one in which the strategy in question is methodological, and another one in which it is sociolinguistic), but
21
this does not mean that these are the only ones that might be mentioned.
The two approaches mentioned here are, however, particularly revealing, as
they link up with two important currents in the history of Western thought.
The first one simplifyingly boils down to the view that the mind is neat (if
you look hard enough into it), but that the world is fuzzy: the nondiscreteness that Cognitive Linguistics is concerned with arises from the fact
that we have to apply clear-cut mental categories to an external reality that
is so to say less well organized. The conception that the world of mental
entities is somehow better organized than the outside world is obviously an
idealistic one (though it does not constitute the only possible kind of idealism); Wierzbicka herself stresses the Platonist character of her approach. On
the other hand, Putnam' s view that science is neat whereas everyday language is fuzzy, links up with the empiricist objectivism of the Ideal Language branch of analytical philosophy: the objective structure of reality is
best described by the language of science, and everyday language is at best a
weak derivative of scientific categorization, at worst a conceptual muddle
teeming with philosophical pseudo-problems. As the previous discussion
suggests that hard-core Cognitive Linguistics steers clear of both the idealist
and the objectivist option, we have here one more indication 22 for the necessity of a further investigation into the epistemological, philosophical background of the prototypical conception of categorial structure.

Notes
1.

2.

The discussion in section 2 will make clear that the term proto~ype theory
should be used with care, since the theoretical uniformity that it suggests
tends to obliterate the actual distinctions between the diverse forms of prototypicality discussed in the literature. The term is used here as a convenient
reference mark only, to indicate a number of related theoretical conceptions
of categorial structure that share an insistence on any or more of the various
kinds of prototypicality effects discussed in section 2.
Though not exclusively: see Rosch (1988: 386).
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7.
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Notice that this claim applies just as well to the axiomatic, postulate-based
form of description that developed as the major representational alternative
for Katzian componential analysis. The notion of criteriality is just as much
part and parcel of the classical versions of the axiomatic alternative as it is of
Katzian feature analysis.
See, among others, Haiman (1980a) and Geeraerts (1985b).
The distinction between semantic and encyclopedic concepts against which
Cognitive Semantics reacts is often misconstrued. In particular, in the statement that there is no principled distinction between semantic and encyclopedic information, the words semantic and encyclopedic are not used (as implied by Lehmann 1988b) in the senses 'as may be found in dictionaries' and
'as may be found in encyclopedias', respectively. Rather, the rejected distinction refers to an alleged distinction within an individual language user's conceptual memory; it involves the presupposition that there is an independent
level of semantic information that belongs to the language and that is distinct
from the individual's world knowledge. The kind of information that is typically found in encyclopedias involves scientific information ofthe kind 'ovulation triggered by copulation' for the item cat (the example is Lehmann's);
but while the distinction between scientific and laymen's knowledge is primarily a social one, this kind of 'encyclopedic' information is only relevant
for the psychological perspective of Cognitive Semantics if the individual
lexicon to be described is that of someone with a certain amount of scientific
knowledge of cats (or if, through sociolinguistic idealization, the average
language user's lexicon may be supposed to contain that piece of scientific
information).
There are, of course, exceptions such as Dowty (1979) to confirm the rule.
The historical sketch of the advent of prototype theory given here is treated
more thoroughly in Geeraerts (1988a).
As the semantic interests of the former audience of Generative Semantics
were so to say no longer envisaged by the leading theories of the day, it does
not come as a total surprise, from this point of view, to find George Lakoff,
one of the leading Generative Semanticists, again as one of the leading cognitivists.
These antecedents are not the only ones that might be mentioned. I have
elsewhere (1988c) drawn the attention to the similarities between the prestructuralist, historical tradition of semantic research and present-day Cognitive Semantics, but there are other (admittedly non-mainstream) traditions of
semantic research with which Cognitive Semantics is methodologically related: think, e.g., of the anthropological research of Malinowski, Firth, and
the London School in general. Even a structuralist such as Reichling has held
views about the structure of polysemy that come close to the point of view of
prototype theory: his influential work on the word as the fundamental unit of
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10.

11.

12.

13.
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linguistics (1935) contains an analysis of the Dutch word spel that is awkwardly similar to Wittgenstein's remarks about the German equivalent Spiel.
The point to be stressed is this: as a theory about the (radial, clustered, dynamically flexible) structure of polysemy, prototype theory is to a considerable extent a rediscovery of views that were paramount during the prestructuralist era of the development of lexical semantics, and that lingered on
below the surface in the structuralist and transfonnationalist periods.
Because of their large scope, the functionalist approach of Seiler (1986) and
the naturalist approach of Dressier (1985) are particularly interesting for the
use of prototypicality with regard to various aspects of the fonnal organization of language.
A bibliography of work in Cognitive Linguistics is to be found in Dirven
(1988). It is worth mentioning that Cognitive Linguistics is currently in a
stage of organization: a first international conference of Cognitive linguistics was held in Duisburg in March 1989, and a new journal entitled Cognitive Linguistics, published by Mouton, is scheduled to start appearing in the
beginning of 1990.
Next to the link with psycholinguistics, there is a connection with Artificial
Intelligence research, through the correspondences between the notion of
prototypicality and that of frame; see Fillmore (1977a). It needs to be
stressed, though, that the link is relatively weak; specifically, the correspondence just mentioned is to a certain extent counterbalanced by Lakoff's criticism (1987) of the objectivist assumptions of mainstream Artificial Intelligence research (but then again, one of Lakoff's current research projects
involves a connectionist approach to the fonnal modeling of Cognitive Semantic notions such as metaphorical image schemata). In general, sorting out
the relationship between Cognitive Semantics and Artificial Intelligenceoriented Cognitive Science will be one of the major tasks for the further development of Cognitive Semantics.
See Lakoff (1987: Chapter 6) for the notion of a radial set and compare
Givon (1986) for a comparison between the views of Wittgenstein and those
of prototype theory. The stress Givon places on the distinctions between both
is slightly exaggerated, as it tends to obscure their mutual rejection of the socalled classical theory. See also the next footnote.
The 'so-called' is added to stress, first, that the views of Aristotle also contain features that correspond rather with a cognitive than with a 'classical'
approach, and second (more generally), that the philosophical position of
prototype theory is in need of further elucidation. The present situation is
rather muddled: while the classical Roschian position is to characterize prototype theory as non-Aristotelian and Wittgensteinian, Givon (1986) has argued that prototype theory is non-Wittgensteinian (see the previous note), but
whereas Givon also describes prototype theory as non-Platonic, Wierzbicka
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(to whom we shall come back in section 3) precisely presents an explicitly
Platonic version of prototype theory. More generally, the philosophical position of prototype theory has so far been discussed mainly against the background of classical philosophy (Aristotle and Plato), and against the background of contemporary analytical philosophy (see Lakoff 1987). This means
that a large part of the history of Western philosophy passes unmentioned;
this is to be regretted, as the post-Cartesian period in the history of philosophy is concerned with epistemological questions that are of immediate interest to Cognitive Semantics. In particular, if it can be accepted that one of the
major epistemological aspects of a prototypical conception of categorial
structure resides in the fact that categories are interpretive schemata that are
used flexibly and dynamically in our encounters with reality, a major philosophical reference point for prototype theory will lie with those philosophical theories that recognize the constitutive role of existing knowledge with
regard to new experiences. As I have argued elsewhere (1985b), the Husserlian phenomenological movement (as represented, specifically, by Maurice
Merleau-Ponty) provides a good starting-point for a further confrontation
with philosophy.
The archaeopteryx is probably regarded as a species separate from either bird
or reptile.
The example is taken from the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English.
Considered from this point of view, Lakofrs radial sets as such are not particularly unclassical: structured polysemy as such is entirely compatible with
the classical view. Kleiber (1988) offers an insightful discussion of the theoretical consequences of the growing importance of the structure of polysemy
in prototype-theoretical research.
For a more extended discussion of Wierzbicka's views, see Geeraerts
(1988c).
Notice that the restriction to the prototypical centre of categories correlates
with Wierzbicka's Platonic, introspective methodology: it seems probable
that the applications of a category that can be accessed introspectively are
only the more salient ones; peripheral cases probably do not always pass the
threshold of conscious attention. What is interesting from a cognitive point of
view, however, is the way people spontaneously categorize and classify
things, not the way in which they introspectively reflect upon their own conceptualizations. Any attempt to describe the peripheral instances of a category together with its prototypical centre can therefore not be restricted to an
introspective methodology.
This is not say that Putnam actually intended his stereotypical theory as such
an attempted rescue: his problems lay with the notion of reference rather than
with those of polysemy and categorial structure. My remarks about Putnam
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are an investigation into some of the possible consequences of the notion of
division of linguistic labor, not an attempt to give an account of Putnam's
view in its original setting. Further, it has to be mentioned that some of Putnam's later philosophical views open up entirely different perspectives for a
confrontation with Cognitive Semantics; in particular, see Lakoff (1987) on
Putnam and anti-objectivism.
20. An interesting contribution to such an exploration is found in Lakoff (1987:
Chapter 12), where it is claimed that scientific categories are far from being
as classical as is usually assumed.
21. Again, see Lakoff (1987: Chapter 9) for some more examples; they are situated within formal psycholexicology rather than within linguistics.
22. Next, that is, to the remarks made in footnote 13.

Chapter 2
Where does prototypicality come from?

Originally published in Brygida Rudzka-Ostyn (ed.), 1988, Topics in Cognitive
Linguistics 207-229. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins.
The prototype-theoretical case study reprinted in the present chapter is not just
included because it provides a concrete illustration of the theoretical model discussed in Chapter 1. The paper makes two points of a more general nature. First,
on the theoretical level, the paper argues for a functional explanation of prototypicality effects, i.e. an explanation in tenns of general requirements on the organization of human cognition: It is cognitively advantageous to maximize the
conceptual richness of each category through the incorporation of closely related
nuances into a single concept because this makes the conceptual system more
economic.
Second, on the methodological level, the paper introduces an onomasiological
perspective in lexical semantics: it is only by comparing the near-synonyms vernielen and vernietigen that we get a correct insight into the factors that might
explain the presence of prototypicality effects. Over the years, I have become more
and more convinced that such an onomasiological perspective is essential in Cognitive Linguistics: categorization primarily involve onomasiological choices, i.e.
the question 'Why does someone use the category x rather than the category y for
talking about phenomenon zT is cognitively more realistic than the question
'Does z belong in the semantic range of application of xT Starting with the monograph The Structure of Lexical Variation (Geeraerts, Grondelaers, and Bakema
1994), the lines that I have tried to set out with our Leuven research group have
increasingly been geared towards the analysis of onomasiological variation (see
Geeraerts 2002b, Grondelaers and Geeraerts 2003 for a general statement and an
overview, and compare Chapter 11).

1.

Hypotheses about the sources of prototypicality

Prototype theory is as it were part of the prototypical core of the cognitive
paradigm in semantics, particularly in lexical semantics. I think it is safe to
say that it is by now quite obvious that gradience and salience are among the
linguistically relevant aspects of semantic structure. One need only recall the
early experimental work by Rosch (1973) and Labov (1973) to appreciate
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the importance of gradualness and vagueness for the adequate description of
word meaning. But what about explanatory adequacy? Can we move beyond
the descriptive level and explain why prototypicality exists at all? There are
at least four different hypotheses that have been proposed to explain prototypical phenomena. Each of these hypotheses has been formulated (or at
least hinted at) by Eleanor Rosch herself; this is an indication that the hypotheses might well be complementary rather than mutually contradictory. I
will call these four hypotheses the physiological, the referential, the statistical, and the psychological one. Let us have a look at them.
The physiological hypothesis says that prototypicality is the result of the
physiological structure of the perceptual apparatus (Rosch 1973). This hypothesis has been formulated with regard to the prototypicality effects in the
domain of color terms (the first major field in which prototypicality phenomena have been observed). Particular colors are thought to be focal because
the human eye is more sensitive to certain light frequencies than to others.
The scope of the physiological explanation is probably fairly limited; it may
only be applicable to concepts immediately referring to perceptual phenomena, or at least to bodily experiences that have a distinct physiological basis.
Since this is most likely not the majority of cases, additional hypotheses will
have to be invoked to explain the prototypical structure of concepts that have
no immediate physiological basis.
The referential hypothesis states that prototypicality results from the fact
that some instances of a category share more attributes with other instances
of the category than certain peripheral members of the category (or share
attributes with more other instances than these peripheral cases). The peripheral applications of a category share attributes with relatively few other
cases, or share only a relatively small number of attributes with other, more
central members of the category. This is the family resemblance model of
prototypicality (Rosch and Mervis 1975); in psychological terms, it states
that the prototypical instances of a category maximize cue validity. I have
dubbed this view 'referential' because it considers prototypicality to be an
automatic consequence of the structure of the range of application of a concept. Once you know what objects, events etc. a concept can refer to, you
can compute differences in salience by comparing the number of shared
attributes among those things. One might even say that prototypicality is a
secondary phenomenon: it is a side-effect of the mutual attribute relations
among the instances in the referential range of application of the concept.
Statistical explanations of prototypicality state that the most frequently
experienced member of a category is the prototype. At least, this is the sim-
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pIe fonn of the frequency model. It can also be combined with the family
resemblance model; the weight of an attribute within a concept is then not
only detennined by its role within the family of applications constituting the
category, but also by the relative frequency with which it is experienced
(Rosch 1975).
The psychological hypothesis is a functional one. It states that it is cognitively advantageous to maximize the conceptual richness of each category
through the incorporation of closely related nuances into a single concept
because this makes the conceptual system more economic. Because of the
maximal conceptual density of each category, the most infonnation can be
provided with the least cognitive effort (Rosch 1977).
In what follows, I would like to show that the functional explanation of
prototypicality is more general than the other ones because it can explain
cases of prototypicality that are counter-examples to the other modes. I will
elaborate the psychological hypothesis by indicating some more functional
sources of prototypicality; I will try to make clear that prototypicality is the
outcome of some deep-seated principles of cognitive functioning.

2. A case study in synonymics
Dutch has a pair of synonyms vernielen and vernietigen, which both roughly
mean 'to destroy'. Though they exhibit some degree of phonetic similarity,
their origin is quite diverse. Vernielen is the older fonn. It is already to be
found in Middle Dutch, and it is fonned by means of the common verbfonning prefix ver- and the adjective niel, only a few examples of which
survive, but which probably meant 'down to the ground'. Etymologically,
then, vernielen means 'to throw down to the ground, to tear down'.
Vernietigen, on the other hand, makes its first appearance in the sixteenth
century; it is fonned by means of the same prefix ver- and the adjective
nietig, which is itself a derivation from the negation particle niet (English
not) and the suffix -ig (which corresponds with English -y). Vernietigen
gradually replaces a third fonn verniefen, which is a straightforward derivation from niet with ver-, and which is extinct by the end of the seventeenth
century. Vernietigen literally means 'to annihilate, to bring to naught'.
The best way to study both words is to turn to the Woordenboek der
Nederlandsche Taal (hence WNT), the major dictionary of Dutch that covers the period from 1500 up to 1920 and that, by the way, is still uncompleted after about a century of editorial work. This dictionary is being com-
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piled on the basis of a huge corpus of quotations; there are as yet no equally
representative corpora for contemporary Dutch, so that it is rather more
difficult to get an adequate picture of twentieth-century usage than it is to
study the semantic history of the vocabulary of Dutch. For the purpose of
this paper, this is not very important: it suffices to pick out one synchronic
period and to see how both words relate to each other in that period. For a
number of practical reasons (among others the amount of available material), I will concentrate on the nineteenth century, stretching the temporal
borders of that period with approximately one decade at each end. In this
way, a period from 120 to 130 years can be considered, ranging from
roughly 1790 to 1910. In the light of the history of culture, this seems quite
justified; we more or less envisage the cultural period from the French revolution up to the First World War: the nineteenth century in the broadest
sense.
To get a good picture of the development ofvernietigen and vernielen, it
would be necessary to present and discuss the entire articles that I have
compiled for the WNT, and the complete set of quotations on which they arc
based. For obvious lack of space, I will only give illustrative quotations;
bibliographical references are as in the WNT. The set of quotations shows
that vernielen and vernietigen can be used indiscriminately with the same
range of application. Each numbered pair of quotations gives examples of
one particular kind of usage. These examples should be studied from two
points of view. On the one hand, the question has to be asked whether
vernielen and vernietigen exhibit any syntagmatic differences, i.e. differences in their collocational properties. On the other hand, the question arises
whether they are paradigmatically different, i.e. whether they exhibit purely
conceptual differences. (More details on the analysis of both verbs can be
found in Geeraerts 1985e.)
(1)

Dat huis was ... evennmin als de naburige tegen de verwoestende veeten
dier tijd bestand. Reeds onder den zoon en opvolger des stichters werd
het ... tot den grand toe vernield (Veegens, Hist. Stud. 2, 282, 1869).
[Like the neighboring one, this house was not able to stand up against
the destructive quarrels of the age. Already under the son of the founder, it was demolished down to the ground.]
Alleen zijn de vroegere kruisvensters door vensterramen van nieuweren
trant vervangen en hebben de vrijheidsmannen van 1795 ... het wapen
des stichters in den voorgevel met ruwe hand vernietigd (Veegens, Hist.
Stud. 1, 125, 1864).
[Only, the earlier cross-windows have been replaced by windows in a
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newer style, and in 1795, the freedom fighters demolished the founder's
arms in the facade with their rough hands.]
(2)

Er gaat dan stroom op den daarvoor gevormden zijweg over, waarbij
genoeg warmte ontwikkeld wordt om de draadwindingen in zeer korten
tijd te vernielen (Van Cappelle, Electr. 214, 1908).
[Electric current is then transferred to the diversion that has been construed to that end, in which case enough warmth is produced to destroy
the coils of the wire in a very short time.]
Zonder deze voorzorg zou het draadje door de enorme hitte van den
gloeidraad vernietigd worden (Van Cappelle, Electr. 295, 1908).
[Without this precaution, the wire would be destroyed by the enormous
heat of the filament.]

(3)

Hoeveel het wild vernielt wordt door een Engelschman zeer goed uiteengezet bij gelegenheid van een aanval op de beschenning die het wild
aldaar geniet (Volksvlijt 1872, 175).
[How much is destroyed by game is aptly expressed by a certain Englishman on the occasion of an attack on the protection these animals
enjoy in his country.]
Bij het vernietigen van de onkruiden door het bewerken dient op hunne
voortplanting en ontwikkeling te worden gelet (Reinders, Land. I, 309,
1892).
[During the destruction of weeds by cultivating the land, one should
bear in mind their reproduction and development.]

(4)

Wel wat hamer! Wordt door zulke sentimentele zotternyen niet al de
inwendige kracht vernield? (Wolff en Deken, Blank. 3, 220, 1789).
[By golly! Does not such sentiment al foolishness destroy all our inner
strength?]
Stel mij niet zoo hoog, zei ze onthutst, ik zou daaraan niet beantwoorden; ik zou uw ideaal vernietigen (Vosmaer, Amaz. 175, 1880).
[Do not put me on a pedestal, she said disconcertedly, I would not live
up to that; I would destroy your ideal.]

(5)

De bergstroom in zijn grammen loop Verscheurt zijn zoom, verdrinkt
de dalen: Alzoo vernielt Gij 's menschen hoop! (Ten Kate, Job 53,
1865).
[The mountain stream in its angry course rends its banks, drowns the
valleys: thus, Thou destroys the hope of Man!]
Zy is dan, van kindsbeen af, opgevoed om mynheer Daniel's echtgenote
te worden, en nu is die hoop van een geheelleven vernietigd! (Conscience, Kwael d. T. 2, 65, 1859)
[She has been raised from childhood to become Master Daniel's wife,
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and now this hope of a lifetime has been annihilated!]
Dit toeval vernietigde ons geheele plan (Haafner, Ceilon 103, 1810).
[This coincidence annihilated our entire plan.]

(6)

Mij gedenkt ook nog dat Nicolaas Gaal ... mij placht te verhalen ... dat
de oude man om deze ontstolen eer zich zoo ontstelde en vergramde,
dat het ook scheen ofhij dezen diefwel had willen vernielen (Fruin,
Geschr. 1,1974, 1888).
[I still remember that Nicolas Gaal was fond oftelling me that the old
man used to get so angry and upset about this stolen honor, that it
seemed that he would have liked to kill that thief.]
Intusschen heeft de Godin de Natuur besloten nu voor altijd de Drijvende Eilanden en al hun inwoners te vernietigen (Quack, Soc. 1,246,
1875).
[Meanwhile, the goddess Nature has decided to destroy the inhabitants
of the Floating Islands once and for all.]

(7)

De beroerte, die haar zwakke levenskrachten in een half uur tijds vernielde, had reeds in het eerste oogenblik hare spraak verlamd (Beets,
C.O. 206, 1840).
[The stroke that destroyed her weak life force in half an hour. had from
the first moment paralyzed her speech.]
Hy moet rusten. Zulke driften vernietigen het sterkste gestel (Wolff en
Deken, Leev. 1,290, 1784).
[He has to take a rest. Such passions undennine the strongest constitution.]

(8)

De vrouwen, Lus, zijn zonen, al de anderen bleven stom, vernield van
ontsteltenis, op hun stoelen genageld (Buysse, NeefPerseyn 4545,
1893).
[The women, Lus, his sons, all the others remained silent, destroyed by
disconcertedness, nailed to their chairs.]
Toen antwoordde zij langzaam met een doffe stem, als vernietigd door
haar eigene woorden: 'la, indien het nog mogelijk is' (Buysse, Mea
Culpa 68, 1896).
[Then she answered slowly, in a dull voice, as if struck down by her
own words: 'Yes, if it is still possible'.]

(9)

De uitslag van den stryd was ditmael hem niet gunstig: geheel zyn leger
werd vernield of uiteen geslagen (Conscience, Gesch. v. Belgie 110,
1845).
[This time, the result of the battle was not favorable to him: his entire
army was destroyed or dispersed.]
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Het gansch leger der Turken was vernietigd! (Conscience, Gesch. v.
Belgie 352, 1845).
[The entire army of the Turks was destroyed! 1
Syntagmatically, we not only see that both words can be used by the
same author in the same context without noticeable differences, as in (1),
(2), (8) and (9), but also that the range of application of each word can be
divided into three identical major groups, which can moreover be subdivided
along parallel lines. There is a set of applications in which the words are
used with regard to concrete, material objects (1, 2, 3); a set in which they
are used with regard to abstract objects (4, 5), and a set in which they are
used with regard to persons (6, 7, 8, 9). Within the first set, frequently occurring applications relate to buildings (1), other human artifacts (2), and
natural objects, in particular plants and crops (3). With regard to the abstract applications, we can distinguish between the annihilation of the existence of certain abstract objects as such (4), and applications in which the
realization or fulfillment of certain abstract notions that contain an aspect of
expectation or intention with regard to the future is prevented (5). With regard to persons, (6) expresses their death as such; (7) and (8) indicate how
someone's bodily or mental health, respectively, are undermined. (9) expresses how armies are beaten; this application is half-way between the abstract group (the armies cease to exist as functional entities), and the personal group (individual soldiers are killed). The existence of analogous
subdivisions within each of the major groups shows that the syntagmatic
equivalence of vernielen and vernietigen is not a coincidence, but that it is
an essential part of their relationship.
Furthermore, the examples also show that there is a paradigmatic, strictly
conceptual equivalence between both: they do not only have the same collocational properties, but they also seem to express the same concepts in the
same contexts. (The distinction between syntagmatic and paradigmatic
meaning is used here for purposes of analysis only; it does not imply any
particular view with regard to the theoretical relation between both aspects
of lexical meaning and particularly with regard to the question whether selectional restrictions are always an automatic consequence of a concept's
paradigmatic characteristics.)
As a preliminary step, notice that the concept 'to destroy' does not only
appear as the notion 'to annihilate the existence of someone or something, to
cause someone or something to disappear out of existence', but that it also
exhibits the weaker nuance 'to undermine someone or something with regard
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to some aspect of his existence' (without a complete destruction or a complete removal out of existence being implied). The distinction can easily be
discovered within the personal group of applications. In (6), a person is
killed, taken out of existence, while in (8) (and most likely also in the second
quotation from (7), someone's existence is undermined from one point of
view or another, but not entirely annihilated. Likewise, we can see that
within the abstract group, (4) signifies the suppression of the existence of
some abstract things as such, whereas in (5), plans, hopes, and expectations
are undermined with regard to their realization and fulfillment: the plan as
such is not removed (at least not to begin with), but it is reduced to ineffectiveness and futility. In short, both vernielen and vernietigen express the
notions of complete destruction and partial damage, that is to say, the complete removal out of existence of something or someone, and the less drastic
undermining in some respect, of the existence of people or objects. According to the syntagmatic context, these notions receive further specifications.
For instance, with regard to persons, complete destruction means killing, but
with regard to concrete things, destruction signifies material demolition, and
so on. (For the sake of completeness it should be added that the equivalence
of vernielen and vernietigen is less straightforward in present-day Dutch
than it is in nineteenth-century Dutch. Some of the quotations discussed here
are now felt to be rather awkward; in particular, it would be difficult to use
vernielen with regard to persons. )
On the basis of the foregoing observations, one might be tempted to conclude that the semantic structure of vernielen and vernietigen in nineteenthcentury Dutch is completely identical: both syntagmatically and paradigmatically, they have the same range of application. However, a number of
facts testify that both words have different prototypical structures, i.e., that
they have different conceptual centers. There are two sets of facts to be considered: corpus-based facts relating to the way in which both words are used
in our corpus of quotations, and introspective facts relating to the way in
which the words are perceived by the speakers of the language. In general,
consideration of these facts will lead to the conclusion that the abstract applications are central within the structure of vernietigen, and that the material applications are central in the cases ofvernielen. As such, each verb has
a different semantic structure in spite of the fact that the elements of these
structures appear to be the same.
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3. Usage as evidence for prototypicality
Five observations support the prototypical hypothesis. In the first place, the
abstract group of applications is quantitatively more prominent within the
structure of vernietigen than the material set of applications, while the reverse is true of vernielen, in which the material group is the most frequently
occurring one. In both cases, the major group is represented by approximately three times the quotations of the less central group.
In the second place, the differences in centrality show up in the fact that
the prominent applications exhibit specifications and particular nuances that
they do not have when they are peripheral within the structure of the lexical
item. Thus, the material group of vernielen contains a metonymical extension of the application with regard to plants and crops, towards an application in which the fields and gardens where these plants and crops grow appear as the direct object of the verb. Likewise, the application with regard to
buildings receives a figurative extension towards an application with regard
to an allegorical 'wall' that separates two people. These extensions are
probably not impossible within the concrete set of applications of vernietigen, but the fact that they do not appear there is statistically interesting: it
indicates that the concrete application is more productive in the case of
vernielen than in the case ofvernietigen. Conversely, the abstract group has
nuances and additional specifications in the case ofvernietigen that are lacking in the same group with vernielen, although it is quite easy to imagine
that they would in fact occur there. For example, vernietigen has a fairly
large set of applications in which social movements, institutions, activities
and so on are abolished, one quotation in which it is said that railway transport destroys distances (obviously, distances do not disappear as such, they
are only functionally overcome), and one quotation in which a philosopher is
said to destroy the soul (again, the soul is not destroyed as such, but the idea
that the soul exists is metonymically abolished by the philosopher in question). None of these extensions of the abstract use of the concept 'to destroy'
can be found in the case of vernielen, which is indicative of the fact that the
abstract use is less prominent in the latter verb than in the semantic structure
of vernietigen.
In the third place, the salience of the material kind of usage can be derived indirectly from the nominalizations of both verbs. Both vernietiging
and vernieling have the verbal sense 'the fact, the act or the process of destroying or being destroyed', but only vernieling exhibits the metonymical
extension towards the concept expressing the result of that process or that
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act, i.e., the concrete damage that issues from it. (In the latter case, the word
is typically used in the plural: vernielingen more or less equals the notion
'damage'.)
In the fourth place, the internal structure of the set of personal applications reflects the differences in prototypical structure between both verbs. To
begin with, notice that the personal group contains concrete as well as abstract applications; to kill someone is clearly more concrete than to undermine someone's psychological well-being or his social position. If we then
have a look at the mutual relationship between the abstract and the concrete
subgroups of the application with regard to persons, we find that the abstract
subgroup is proportionally dominant in the case of vernietigen, whereas the
reverse is true in the case of vernielen. Also, we find that extensions of the
concrete subgroup of the personal application with regard to other living
beings than people or with regard to personifications, are not as strongly
present in the case of vernietigen than in the case of vernielen. (It should be
added that these observations have to be considered with more care than the
previously mentioned points, since there is a general tendency throughout the
centuries covered by the WNT-material, to re move the personal application
from the structure of vernielen. There are relatively less personal applications in the structure of nineteenth-century vernielen than in the structure of
either nineteenth-century vernietigen or sixteenth-century vernielen; as has
al ready been mentioned, it is even more difficult to use vernielen with regard to persons in present-day Dutch. In any case, the nineteenth-century
material does seem to show that the material subgroup of the personal application of vernielen is more resistant to the tendency in question than the
abstract subgroup, as can be predicted from our centrality hypothesis.)
Finally, the importance of prototypicality can be derived from the fact
that different nuances play a central role within the core of each concept,
whereas those nuances are not particularly important within the corresponding group in the other concept. Thus, the destruction of buildings and
other human constructions is prominent within the material use ofvernielen,
but is only rarely present within the material group of vernietigen. Within
the structure vernielen as a whole, demolishing buildings is the single most
frequently represented kind of usage, but within the structure of vernietigen,
it is merely one among many equally important nuances of the material set of
applications. In the same way, the central, abstract group within the structure of vernietigen is itself centered round applications relating to the dissolution, the cancellation, the annulment of agreements, commitments, engagements, obligations, permissions, rights, and so on, and of the laws,
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orders, contracts etc. in which they are contained and through which they
come into existence. Whereas vernielen only rarely exhibits this kind of
usage, it is the most frequently occurring sense within the abstract group of
vernietigen as well as within that word as a whole.
In general, these facts of linguistic usage clearly favor the hypothesis that
the abstract applications of the concept 'to destroy' are prototypical within
the structure of vernietigen, whereas the concrete applications are prominent
in the case of vernielen. Taking into account that each central group is itself
concentrated round a dominant kind of usage, it seems plausible to say that
the latter is the prototypical sense for each of the verbs in question. It should
furthermore be noted that these prototypical phenomena seem to be connected with the etymology of the words. On the one hand, the abstract prototype ofvernietigen may well be connected with the abstract character of the
words niet 'not', and nietig 'null and void, insignificant', on which it is
based. Moreover, the common phrase nietig verklaren 'to declare something
to be null and void, dissolve, annul something' corresponds pretty closely
with the central notion within the abstract group ofvernietigen. On the other
hand, the centrality of the application with regard to buildings in the structure ofvernielen seems to correspond with the etymological meaning 'to tear
down, to throw to the ground' that we reconstructed above as the original
meaning of the verb.

4. Introspective evidence of prototypicality
Before we can deal with the introspective evidence in favor of the prototypicality hypothesis, two preliminary questions have to be answered. In the first
place, how trustworthy is the introspective methodology? The paradoxical
fact of the matter is that it is exactly the unreliability of introspection that
makes it interesting for our purposes. If introspection were able to yield a
completely adequate picture of the facts of linguistic usage (which is doubtful), it would simply reduplicate the results reached in the previous paragraphs on the basis of a direct examination of linguistic usage. But given the
presupposition that introspection yields only a partial insight into the semantic structure of the words that are investigated, we can also presuppose that
it will be exactly the prototypical kinds of usage of those words, that reach
the introspective consciousness of the language user. We can use the results
of the introspective method as support for the prototypical hypothesis if we
presuppose that prototypical kinds of usage (precisely because they are more
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salient than other applications) will more easily pass the threshold of conscious attention. Given this presupposition, the introspective judgments of
native speakers may shed light on the question which kinds of usage are
predominant within a certain concept.
In the second place, how can the introspective method be used with regard to historical material? There are no nineteenth-century speakers of
Dutch around to be asked what they think is the meaning of particular
words, so how are we going to get introspective judgments at all? The fact is
that we do have information on how the nineteenth-century speakers of
Dutch perceived the near-synonyms that we are investigating, viz. in the
form of synonym dictionaries. Synonym dictionaries (at least the older ones)
are notoriously unreliable as descriptions of actual patterns of usage; most
of the time, the compilers of synonym dictionaries rationalize away the actual identity of words by imposing distinctions that cannot be discovered in
the actual facts of usage. However, these rationalizations need not always
have proceeded out of the blue: it seems quite plausible that they were
guided by the introspective judgments of the compilers. So, if we like to
know something of the introspective insights of the nineteenth-century
speakers of Dutch, we can have a look at the synonym dictionaries of that
time to see whether the distinctions they make between vernielen and
vernietigen (however inadequate as a picture of the complete set of possible
kinds of usage) do indeed reflect the differences in prototypical structure of
both words.
And indeed, the nineteenth-century synonym dictionaries of Dutch do distinguish between vernielen and vernietigen along lines that fit into our hypothesis. On the one hand, there are those that draw the line syntagmatically, such as Weiland and Landre (1825), who state that vernielen can
only be used with regard to 'lighamelijke dingen' (material things), whereas
vernietigen is more widely used, in particular also with regard to 'menschelijke instellingen' (human institutions). De Beer (1897) expresses an analogous point of view. On the other hand, there are those that describe the distinction along paradigmatic lines, so that there would be an actual notional
difference between the verbs in question, rather than merely a distinction in
selectional restrictions. Whereas vernietigen is defined as 'to bring to
naught, to annihilate' , vernielen is defined as 'to damage, to smash to
pieces, to tear down'. In this sense, vernietigen implies a complete annihilation whereas there may be some pieces left of the original object in the case
ofvernielen. It is easy to see that this paradigmatic point of view, which can
be found among others in Pluim (1894), is connected with the previous, syn-
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tagmatic one: it is precisely because vernielen relates to material things that
the notion of remaining debris comes to the fore. Likewise, a complete annihilation (in which the original objects disappear completely) is less likely in
the material world of concrete objects, so that the restriction of vernietigen
to abstract objects will tend to be related to the notion of complete annihilation. This is in fact done by Weiland and Landre (1825), though not all proponents of the paradigmatic distinction adhere to the syntagmatic distinction.
For instance, De Flines (1810) mentions that verniefigen can in fact be used
with regard to material objects, but that there is a difference with vernielen
in the degree of damage achieved.
By and large, these views faithfully reflect the insight into the prototypes
of vernielen and vernietigen that we have gained by considering the actual
facts of linguistic usage. Syntagmatically, it is recognized that the material
context is more important for vernielen, whereas abstract objects are predominant in the case ofvernietigen. Paradigmatically, this is reflected by the
fact that vernielen carries overtones of material destruction and damage
(think of the relationship between the prototypical usage of vernielen with
regard to buildings, and the definitions of that word that bring to the fore the
act of smashing and demolishing things), whereas verniefigen calls forth the
idea of complete annihilation (as it were, wiping something off the face of
the earth). As such, the stubborn efforts of the compilers of synonym dictionaries to find semantic differences among near synonyms seem to be not
entirely gratuitous. To the extent that they try to capture the characteristics
of the most salient kinds of usage of both lexical concepts, they strengthen
our own hypothesis about the differences in prototypical structure among the
verbs.

5. The functional explanation of prototypicality
There are a number of interesting conclusions to be derived from the above
analysis of the near-synonyms vernielen and vernietigen. First, prototypicality is an interesting new point of view in the study of synonyms. It is
traditionally well-known in lexical semantics that there are relatively few
true synonyms in natural languages, and the ways in which near-synonyms
differ can be very diverse. Our discussion of vernielen and vernietigen
shows that there is one more factor to be added to the list of differentiating
factors: near-synonyms may be distinct with regard to the prototypical structure imposed on an otherwise identical range of application. Once again, the
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importance of prototype theory for the traditional concerns of lexical semantics becomes apparent (cp. Geeraerts 1983a, 1983c, 1984a, 1985a); prototype theory opens up new perspectives in the study of synonyms.
Secondly, there are some indications that introspective judgments in lexical semantics relate to the prototypically salient instances of concepts rather
than to the full range of actual usage possibilities. If this can be confirmed
by additional comparisons between introspective perceptions of lexical
meanings and actual usage patterns, more will be known about the value of
both methodologies (introspective and corpus-based) in lexical semantics.
Also, if we maintain the classical view of modem linguistics that it is one of
the goals of linguistic theory to account for the introspective judgments of
native speakers, and if these judgments appear to be influenced by prototypical phenomena, yet one more reason presents itself for incorporating prototype theory into lexical semantics.
Thirdly, the fact that vernielen and vernietigen have the same conceptual
and collocational range of application, and yet differ with regard to the core
and the periphery of their categorial structure, indicates that there are at
least some cases of prototypicality that cannot be explained by means of the
referential model. Vernielen and vernietigen refer to the same set of acts and
processes; as such, the differences in their prototypical structure cannot be
the automatic consequence of their referential range, as is implied by the
family resemblance hypothesis. In addition, the physiological and the statistical explanation will not be of much avail either. There is no particular organ or mechanism for the perception of processes of destruction, and even if
there were, we would still need two different physiological structures to explain the distinction between both verbs, which is beyond all intuitive plausibility. The statistical explanation is inapplicable for the same reason as the
referential hypothesis: since the range of application of both verbs is the
same, the frequency of occurrence of the processes referred to is the same
for both verbs. That is to say, the frequency with which the demolishing of
buildings occurs in reality, relative to the frequency with which, say, agreements are cancelled in reality, has exactly the same effect on both verbs,
since these refer to the same objective reality. Because they denote the same
things in reality, the structure of reality (either with regard to the frequency
of occurrence of its elements, or with regard to the mutual resemblances
among those elements) cannot be invoked to explain the distinction in semantic structure between vernielen and vernietigen.
In short, we can reject all materialistic explanations of the prototypicality effects observed in the verbs under consideration. Indeed, the physiologi-
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cal, the referential, and the statistical hypotheses have this in common: that
they try to explain prototypicality on the basis of materialistic data, either
the material structure of the human perceptual apparatus, or the material
characteristics (statistical or otherwise) of the referential range of the concepts involved. Given that we have to reject these materialistic hypotheses,
we can provisionally choose, by elimination, for the psychological, functional explanation of prototypicality. To support this choice, I would like to
make clear that the functional hypothesis has some additional advantages,
besides the fact that it avoids the problem of the materialistic hypotheses.
First, however, three remarks have to be made.
To begin with, it might be claimed that a statistical explanation of the
prototypicality effects in vernielen and vernietigen can indeed be given, if
we take into account, e.g., that the material sense occurs much more frequently with vernielen than with vernietigen, or that the abstract specification of the notion 'to destroy' is statistically much more prominent in the
latter verb than in the fornler. However, the frequencies that are mentioned
here are linguistic frequencies, not referential frequencies, i.e., they are frequencies of occurrence of words, not of the things those words refer to. Because the frequency at stake here is linguistic rather than referential, it can
hardly be invoked to explain prototypicality; as an aspect of linguistic usage,
it is one of the things we have to explain, not one of the things that are themselves part of the explanation. We can use linguistic frequencies to determine
what instances of a concept are prototypical (that is what we did in section
3), but explaining prototypicality on the basis of linguistic frequency is putting the cart before the horse. Some kinds of usage are not prototypical because they are more frequent; they are more frequent because they are prototypical. The apple is not a prototypical fruit because we talk more about
apples than about mangoes, but because we experience apples more often
than we encounter mangoes (and this fact, in turn, may be the reason why
we talk more about apples). Frequency of linguistic occurrence may be a
heuristic tool in the pinpointing of prototypes, but it is not the source of prototypicality as meant in the statistical hypothesis.
The second remark has to do with the fact that criticism with regard to
the referential, family resemblance model of prototypicality has already been
formulated elsewhere. This has been the case in the work of Pulman (1983)
and - in more stringent fashion - in the well-known article by Armstrong,
Gleitman, and Gleitman (1983). They argue that gradience can be observed
in concepts with rigid boundaries (their examples relate to natural numbers),
so that family resemblances cannot be invoked to explain the differences in

